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1 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

This section describes the Metastorm BPM architecture in terms of logical units and physical deployment 
scenarios. The components that make up this application are shown in the diagram. 
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1.1  Metastorm BPM Service 
A Metastorm service can be broken down into a number of different major components. This topic will 
introduce you to each component and this section will give you the knowledge you will need to understand how 
these components relate to each other and how they can be configured.  

   
A Metastorm BPM Service consists of: 
 

• Metastorm Database 

• One or More Metastorm Process Engines 

• Service List 

• Deployment Service 

• Metastorm Web Extensions 

• Metastorm Web Client 

1.2 Metastorm Database 

The Metastorm repository database can be Oracle® or SQL Server™ based, and can reside on a Metastorm 
server or a separate server. A Metastorm database may be accessed by more than one Process Engine, making 
provision for load management and redundancy. Metastorm BPM communicates with the database via ODBC, 
ADO and ADO.NET. 

  
Note: Please refer to the Database section for more information.   

1.3 Metastorm Process Engine 

The Metastorm Process Engine serves the Metastorm web client; it authenticates Metastorm uses and processes 
all the Business Process Management (BPM) logic. The Process engine allows access to the Metastorm 
Database, external databases and allows integration between other systems and services via server-side 
integration.   
The Process Engine accepts client requests via the Metastorm ECL client component, which is implemented 
using .NET Remoting.  

1.4 Service List 

The Service List or EngineServiceConfig.xml file is a list of the Metastorm BPM services that can be accessed 
by the Metastorm Web Client. On startup the Web Client connects to the relevant server specified in its 
web.config file, to obtain a list of Metastorm services that are available. The Web Client then routes requests to 
an appropriate Process Engine via the connection method outlined in the Service list.  
If multiple Engines are configured for the same service then the client can use the Metastorm load-balancing 
method to insure that each request is processed by an engine as soon as possible.   
It is possible to deploy multiple Service Lists to provide for redundancy, network capacity and organizational 
issues. However, each client can only be connected to one Service List at any time. Please see the Physical 
Deployment section for more information.  
Note: Please refer to the Metastorm Service List section for more information. 

1.5 Deployment Client 

The Deployment Service is a standalone entity separate from the v9.0 BPM Designer, it replaces the 
functionality referred to in the v7.6.x BPM Designer as publishing.  
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The Deployment service takes the v9.0 Metastorm BPM process definitions (solutions, projects, and libraries) 
constructed with the use of the Metastorm BPM designer and transforms them into the requisite Metadata 
required by the v9.0 Metastorm BPM process engine to execute the process at runtime.  
Note: Please refer to the Metastorm Deployment Service section for more information.  

1.6 Web Extensions 
The Metastorm Web Extensions perform the processing of Metastorm data for web browsers. They run as an 
ASP .NET application installed on a Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) web server.  
Metastorm users accessing a service via a browser connect to a web server configured with the Metastorm Web 
Extensions. Multiple web servers can be used to access a service, either separately configured or as web farms. 
The Metastorm Web Extensions also manage connections to multiple services via the Service List.  

1.7 Metastorm Web Client 

The generic term Metastorm Client refers to the .NET Metastorm Web extensions held in the virtual directory in IIS 
entitled Metastorm. Functionally, the Metastorm Client is responsible for the presentation of data and control of user 
input to Metastorm BPM. This includes the management of To Do, Watch, Blank Forms and Administration Forms 
lists, Reports, and the presentation and management of forms. 
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2 METASTORM CONNECTION 
PROTOCOLS 

The following .NET Remoting protocols are supported: 

• Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
TCP communication directly with the Engine that may not work over firewalls. 

• Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
HTTP connections with engine via IIS which hosts the Engine’s .NET remoting interface - 
BPMEngine.NET virtual directory. Messages are binary formatted (which provides the most efficient 
data encoding), no other message formatters are supported. This may be a better option when large 
numbers of concurrent users are expected because IIS is optimized for scalability.  

Note: Support for IPC has been withdrawn with this release. 
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3 DETAILED ARCHITECTURE 
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4 DEPLOYMENT 

4.1 Overview 

Metastorm BPM Version 9.0 has been designed with a flexible and fully configurable multi-tier architecture. 
This allows deployment in a number of different enterprise environments, depending on the demands of that 
environment in terms of business and organizational requirements where you need to consider: 

• Security 

• Scalability 

• Reliability 

• Network bandwidth  
This section aims to: 

• Provide system administrators and network managers with information on how to deploy large-scale 
Metastorm BPM configurations in an enterprise. 

4.2 Physical Deployment 

Metastorm BPM is typically deployed in one of three ways: 
 

• Single server 
• Separate database 
• Separate web servers.  

4.2.1 Single Server 
In a single server deployment, the following are installed on a single computer: 

• Process Engine 

• Service List 

• Web Extensions (if required) 

• Database. 
The advantages of a single server deployment are: 

• Simplicity 

• Low cost 

• Optimum response times. In particular: 
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• Database access is more efficient when on the same physical server 
 
The disadvantages of a single server deployment are: 

• Less scalability than a multi-server configuration, particularly in a Web Client implementation, where 
the Engine, database and Web Extensions all compete for system resources. 

• There is a single point of failure, so it is less suitable for high-availability applications. However using 
multiple backplane/NIC systems, RAID and UPS helps reduce the likelihood of failure.  

4.2.2 Separate Database 

The advantages of installing the Metastorm components on a server accessing a remote repository 
database are: 

• System resources for Metastorm BPM processing can be managed separately from database resources 

• If Oracle is used, the repository database can reside on a non-Windows® server 

• Existing database servers can be utilized 

• Management of data, such as backups and redundancy, can be separated from the application.  
To achieve good performance using a separate database, the network connection between the Engine server and 
database server must have a high bandwidth and be reliable. We recommend a minimum of 100Mb Ethernet, 
with all servers connected on the same LAN segment (i.e. not through hubs or routers).  
Multiple Engines accessing a single database 
 
If the Process Engine names are unique, it is possible to have multiple Engines accessing the same repository 
database without conflict. Additional Process Engines may be added: 

• As resource usage on the Engine server increases 

• For redundancy. Metastorm Clients will load-balance between multiple Engines if the Service List is 
configured to do so.  

It is possible to configure engines to perform different functions such as Event Management, Alert Generation 
or handling client requests. This allows an engine to be set aside for handling client requests (for example), 
whilst another engine performs Alert Generation.  
Alert Generator maintains visibility of ToDo and Watch Lists for each user as folders are moved from stage to 
stage. 

4.2.3 Separate Web Server(s) 

Metastorm BPM supports the use of separate web servers. This allows integration with existing enterprise 
implementations, as well as load balancing and network traffic management. 
A single web server or web server farm can serve users to multiple Metastorm services. All web servers in a 
web farm must have identical configurations. They should all have: 

• Metastorm Web Extensions installed 

• Access to identical Service Lists.  
Not all web servers in the farm need access to a single Service List. However, all Service Lists referenced must 
contain the same service information. This will avoid service availability being unpredictable.  

4.3 Configuration Scenarios 
This section describes the actions needed to implement typical configuration scenarios in an enterprise and 
contains information regarding the following: 

• Selecting a Service List 

• Adding a Metastorm Service 

• Adding Additional Web Servers 
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• Using Multiple Service Lists 

• Failure redundancy 

• Organizational issues 

• Performance management. 

• Load Balance  
  

Note: When specifying system names in configuration files, you should ensure that either the name can be 
resolved by a DNS or use IP addresses. 

4.3.1 Selecting a Service List 
The Web Client, knows how to connect to the Service List because the path is specified in its web.config file in 
the membership element (see example below). This is created during installation but may need to be configured 
at a later date if the location of the EngineServiceConfig.xml file changes. 
  

<add name="BpmMembershipProvider" type="Metastorm.Web.Security.BpmMembershipProvider" 
engineServiceListLocation="http://<Metastorm Installation 
Directory>/<path>/EngineServiceConfig.xml" defaultEngineService="Metastorm BPM Server" 
description="Retrieves membership data from the Metastorm BPM repository"></add> 

 

4.3.2 Adding a Metastorm Service 
To make an extra service available to Metastorm Clients: 

1. Open up the master copy of the Service List (EngineServiceConfig.xml) file.  
2. Edit the file to add the additional Metastorm Service. 
3. Copy the Service List to all servers that use the same service configuration. This avoids having to 

update each Service List separately, thus ensuring consistency. 
4. Restart each server whose Service List has been updated. Alternatively, wait for the Service List to be 

refreshed. 
The web Client automatically refreshes its view of the Service List on startup and every 30 minutes.  

4.3.3 Adding Additional Web Servers 
Web servers hosting the Metastorm Web Extensions use Metastorm Transaction Protocol to communicate with 
Metastorm Engines. This is more efficient in terms of bandwidth than the HTML used by the browsers to access 
the web servers, so it is generally preferable to add entries to the Service List and encourage users to access this 
way rather than via bookmarks directly to a service’s local web server. 

4.3.4 Using Multiple Service Lists 
Use of a single Service List within an enterprise is the simplest deployment of Metastorm BPM. By configuring 
all Clients to use the same Service List, it is easy to ensure all users receive the same services, and load is 
balanced evenly between all Process Engines within those services. 
However by using multiple Service Lists, advantages can be gained in terms of: 

• Failure redundancy 

• Organizational issues 

• Performance management. 
These advantages are described in the following sections. 
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4.3.5 Failure redundancy 
In order to offer a choice of services to users, Metastorm Clients must obtain a Service List on startup. If the 
server holding the Service List is unavailable, the Client user will not be able to log in to any services. 
Therefore, it is good practice to ensure an alternative server with an identical Service List is available for users 
to access should the primary server be unavailable.  
Note: In a deployment of the web extensions, availability of the server holding the Service List is less of an 
issue – so long as the server is available when the web server is started, all users with browsers will be able to 
access services. Moreover it is not possible for an end-user to change the location of the Service List, so if a 
failure occurs it will be the administrator’s job to modify the Service List configuration as necessary.  
As all Engines can hold Service Lists for Win32 Clients, it is advisable to split Service List usage between the 
Engines in a service. It is generally preferable for the Engine servers to have identical Service Lists so that load 
balancing is even and if necessary Clients can be switched from one to another in a failure scenario. Similarly, 
in a wide-area deployment it may be preferable to configure Service List access according to geographical 
proximity to ensure a higher likelihood of availability of the Service List.  
This is easily achieved by copying the EngineServiceConfig.xml file to all Engine servers in the redundancy 
pool. Clients may then access the best (most available or local) server and receive an identical Service List.  
The following diagram illustrates such a deployment. Clients in North America access the North American 
server to obtain the Service List, while Clients in Europe access the European server to access the Service List. 
Both servers hold a copy of the same Service List, which includes details of the North American Service and the 
European Service.  

 
The use of identical service lists on separate servers in a wide area deployment.  

4.3.6 Organizational Issues 

It is possible, through the use of multiple Service Lists, to provide access to different services for different 
groups of Clients.  
In a multi-national enterprise it may be of value to restrict or discourage the amount of wide area network 
access. By careful configuration of Service Lists, international services can be made available to only a limited 
group of users (or none at all).  
The following diagram builds on the example Failure Redundancy. An extra service, European Service 2, has 
been added to the Service List held on the European server. As the North American Client accesses the North 
American server for its Service List, it does not gain access to the Process Engines on European Service 2. 
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The use of different Service Lists on separate servers in a wide area deployment.  
Development users may use a development server whose Service List includes both development and live 
services, while the live users access only the live server containing live services. The following example 
illustrates such a deployment:  

 
The use of different Service Lists on separate servers for development purposes 
Note: Restrictions are applied to servers hosting Service Lists using DCOM configuration, IIS security or folder 
share security. If a user modifies the Client setting, or connects to a web server using an alternative server, then 
they will be able to see other services (although access control to the services themselves is controlled in the 
normal way).    

4.3.7 Performance Management 
Whilst access to the server hosting the Service List is important, the amount of data exchanged between the 
server and Clients is small, so performance of the server itself is unlikely to be an issue.  
However, through the use of multiple servers with different Service Lists, load can be manually managed 
between Process Engines in a Metastorm service rather than using Metastorm BPM’s load balancing.  
The loading on specific Process Engines in a service can be controlled by specifying different Engines for each 
service in different Service Lists. By allocating groups of users to the different Service Lists, some of control 
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can be exercised. It may be possible to provide a tiered service by allocating different numbers of Engines to the 
different users.  
However as noted above, there are no specific restrictions to prevent users from accessing an alternative Service 
List, so this technique is not precise. Similarly management of such an environment could become very 
complex. 

4.3.8 Metastorm Load Balancing 

When a service contains more than one Engine, load balancing is automatically performed between each of the 
Engines. The Engine servicing the request is selected using a round robin method. If a service does not respond 
the next service in the list is attempted.  
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5 METASTORM SERVICE LIST  

5.1 Overview 
The Web Client uses the Service List as a way of identifying which Metastorm BPM Services they can connect 
too, and how they can connect to them. The Service List is held in the EngineServiceConfig.xml file. Because 
the Service List can contain directions to multiple Metastorm Services we consider this document as providing a 
Single Point of Access.  
On startup Web Clients contacts to the Service List and routes requests to the process engine as needed. If 
multiple Engines are configured for the same Metastorm Service then the client requests will be past to the 
Process Engine that is least busy providing rudimentary load-balances between them.   
It is possible to deploy multiple Service Lists to provide for redundancy, network capacity and organizational 
issues. However, each client can only be connecting to one Service List at any time.  
 
Note: Please see the Physical Deployment section for more information.  
 
When using multiple Service Lists, it is recommended that wherever possible these Service Lists are identical. 
This simplifies administration and provides a homogenous environment for all users. 

5.2 Configuring the Metastorm Service List 

The Service List is initially configured during the installation of Metastorm BPM, its contents will depend on the 
options chosen (see example below).  The table below provides an explanation of the attributes that can make up a 
Service List.   

EngineServiceConfig.xml Example: 

  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ServiceDirectorConfig Name="Metastorm Engine Service List"> 
<PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag>true</PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag> 
<!--  It is only possible to support one HTTP channel formatter at a time. In order to change 
formatter, the client must be stopped and restarted. If HTTPUseSOAP is true (case sensitive), the 
channel formatter will be SOAP, otherwise binary. --> 
<HTTPUseSOAP>false</HTTPUseSOAP> 
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 

<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
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<Engine Name="Engine1"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://<Server Name>:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 

</Engine> 
</Service> 

</ServiceList> 
</ServiceDirectorConfig> 

   
 
The following table identifies the tags in the EngineServiceConfig.xml File: 
  
Tag Name Description 

<ServiceList> Container tag that holds one or more <Service> tags. 

<PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag> This is a reserved tag and should not be changed. 

<Service> Contains all necessary details about one particular Service. 
 The Service is identifiable by the Name and Description 
attributes. 

<Engine> Each Engine has a name attribute (e.g. ‘Marketing 1’) to 
distinguish it from other Engines within the service. 

<Transport> Method of transport with which to connect to the server. 
This is held in the Type attribute. 

<Server> .NET Remoting connection string to the Engine’s ECL layer  

  
  

Post installation the content of the Service List may be changed by an Administrator; the following examples 
have been included for reference: 

• Adding a New Service to a Service List 

• Adding an Engine to a Service List 

• Changing the Connection Protocol  

5.3 Service List Location 

 The EngineServiceConfig.xml is located at the following path following a default installation process: 
  
C:\Program Files\Metastorm\BPM\IIS extensions\EngineServiceConfig.xml 
  
The Web Client knows how to connect to the Service List because the path is specified in its web.config file. By 
default, the web.config file’s location is \Program Files\Metastorm BPM\Web folder. 
To specify the location of the service list file:  

1. Open the web.config file in Notepad. 
2. Update the membership section. The value should be the location of the EngineServiceConfig.xml 

service list file. 
 
If the Engine and web server are on the same computer, the location of the service list should be 
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referenced liked this:  
 
engineServiceListLocation=”<Metastorm Installation Directory>\<path>\EngineServiceConfig.xml”/> 
  

If the Engine and web server are on separate computers the service list may be referenced via direct file access 
or HTTP. For example: 
engineServiceListLocation =”\\<Engine Computer Name>\<Path>\EngineServiceConfig.xml”/> 
or 
engineServiceListLocation =”http://<Engine Computer Name>/<Virtual Directory 
Alias>/EngineServiceConfig.xml”/>  

5.3.1 Adding a New Service to a Service List 
To make an extra service available to Metastorm Clients: 

1. Add the service to the master copy of the Service List (EngineServiceConfig.xml) file, please see 
example below the new service is indicated in bold text. 

2. Copy the Service List to all servers that use the same service configuration. This avoids having to 
update each Service List separately, thus ensuring consistency. 

3. Restart each server whose Service List has been updated. Alternatively, wait for the Service List to be 
refreshed.  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ServiceDirectorConfig Name="Metastorm Engine Service List"> 

<PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag>true</PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag> 
<!--  It is only possible to support one HTTP channel formatter at a time. 
   In order to change formatter, the client must be stopped and restarted. 
   If HTTPUseSOAP is true (case sensitive), the channel formatter will be SOAP,  
  otherwise binary. --> 

<HTTPUseSOAP>false</HTTPUseSOAP> 
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 

<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
<Engine Name="Engine1"> 

<Transport Type="Remoting"> 
<Server>tcp://<Server Name>:4001/ECL</Server> 

</Transport> 
</Engine> 

</Service> 
<Service Name="Second Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on Second 
local machine"> 

<Engine Name="Engine2"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://<Server Name>:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 

</Engine> 
</Service> 

</ServiceList> 
</ServiceDirectorConfig>  
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5.3.2 Adding an Engine to a Service 
Having a Metastorm Service with more than one process engine can be beneficial to performance as the system 
load will be spread between them. The example below details how you would add an process engine to a service 
list so that the Metastorm client know that it can send its requests to another process engine if the first is busy.  

Environment 

Server A: 9.0 Engine and 9.0 Web Extensions  
Server B: Metastorm Database  
Server C: 9.0 Engine   

Configuration 

Server A: 
1. Engine service must run under a domain account (Account must be a member of Local Administrators 

Group) 
2. Add the second engine (Server C) to the EngineServiceConfig.xml file 

For Example: 
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 

<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
<Engine Name="Engine1"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://SERVER_A:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 
</Engine> 

  
<Engine Name="Engine2"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://SERVER_C:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 
</Engine> 

</Service> 
</ServiceList> 

  
3. Make sure network COM+ access is enabled  

Steps to do this:  
i. Go to Add or Remove Programs  

ii. Click on the Add/Remove Windows Component  
iii. Select Application Server and Click Details  
iv. Make sure Enable network COM+ access is checked 

4. In the IIS Manager, change the Metastorm virtual directory’s Application Pool (by default 
MetastormWebAppPool) identity to domain account. 
  
Note: Preferred to be same as the Engine Service account; if other account is used then please make sure 
that account is part of the IIS_WPG group.  

Configuration 

Server C: 
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1. Engine service must run under a domain account (Account must be a member of local administrators 
group) 

2. Add the second engine (Server A) to the EngineServiceConfig.xml file 
For Example: 
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 

<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
<Engine Name="Engine1"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://SERVER_A:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 
</Engine> 

  
<Engine Name="Engine2"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>tcp://SERVER_C:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 
</Engine> 

</Service> 
  
3. The Metastorm Application Pool identity must be added under Engine COM+ client role. 

4. Add the Metastorm Application Pool identity to the COM Security (Access Permissions and Launch and 
Activation Permissions). 

5. Make sure network COM+ access is enabled   
Steps to do this:  

i. Go to Add or Remove Programs  
ii. Click on the Add/Remove Windows Component  

iii. Select Application Server and Click Details  
iv. Make sure Enable network COM+ access is checked 

6. Test to see what happens.  

5.3.3 Changing the Connection Protocol  
In the example below the connection protocol is changed from HTTP to TCP. The section of the file that needed 
to be altered is indicated in bold.  

  
  
Before: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ServiceDirectorConfig Name="Metastorm Engine Service List"> 
<PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag>true</PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag> 

  
<!--  It is only possible to support one HTTP channel formatter at a time. 
   In order to change formatter, the client must be stopped and restarted. 
   If HTTPUseSOAP is true (case sensitive), the channel formatter will be SOAP,  
  otherwise binary. --> 
<HTTPUseSOAP>false</HTTPUseSOAP> 

  
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 
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<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
<Engine Name="Engine1"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 

<Server>http://MBPMV9/BPMEngine.NET/ECL.rem</Server> 

</Transport> 
</Engine> 
</Service> 
</ServiceList> 
</ServiceDirectorConfig> 

  
After: 

  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ServiceDirectorConfig Name="Metastorm Engine Service List"> 
<PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag>true</PreAuthenticatedRaiseFlag> 

  
<!--  It is only possible to support one HTTP channel formatter at a time. 
   In order to change formatter, the client must be stopped and restarted. 
   If HTTPUseSOAP is true (case sensitive), the channel formatter will be SOAP,  
  otherwise binary. --> 

  
<HTTPUseSOAP>false</HTTPUseSOAP> 
<ServiceList Type="Engine"> 
<Service Name="Metastorm BPM Server" Description="Engine on local machine"> 
<Engine Name="Engine1"> 
<Transport Type="Remoting"> 
<Server>tcp://<machine name>:4001/ECL</Server> 
</Transport> 
</Engine> 
</Service> 
</ServiceList> 
</ServiceDirectorConfig> 
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